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(Concluded from page 1062.) 
Syme's translation to the Royal Infirmary on 14th May 1833 

was doubtless of great importance to himself, the profession, and 
the public, inasmuch as it was, in clerical phraseology, 

" 
a change 

to a wider field of usefulness," namely, the possession of a larger 
number of beds for clinical instruction in connexion with his 

professorship ; but many regretted the termination of a Hospital 
so unique in its character, so useful as a rival in medical instruc- 
tion and good works, and which had communicated a charm and 
impulse to the lives of many pupils ; and no one at the time re- 

gretted it more than myself, as I was then Resident Pupil, and 
had nearly two years of apprenticeship to run. 

But Minto House was not by that event to be altogether 
closed. There were yet nearly nineteen years of the lease to 
run ; at least fourteen or fifteen apprentices were on hand whom 
Professor Syme was under obligation to instruct in their pro- 
fession ; several others were about to be placed under his care ; 

and a large medical and surgical dispensary existed, through 
which much active, popular, and beneficial work was performed, 
and invaluable experience obtained. Mr Syme therefore decided 
to continue the Institution as a Surgical Hospital, with a few beds 
for such private patients as would not go into the Infirmary, but 
who could pay a small board for accommodation in the Hospital; 
and to continue the Dispensary as heretofore. A general charge 
to carry out this scheme and supervise and assist those appren- 
tices who chose to attach themselves to it was given to myself; 
and until April 1834 a number of very important cases were 
treated in the Hospital, and much varied and good work done 
in connexion with the Dispensary. Now, however, my connexion 
with the Institution was abruptly severed by a severe attack of 

typhus, contracted in visiting the poor during one of those 

dreadful epidemics, of which Sir Robert Christison has written 
in his Autobiography, the like of which has not occurred in our 

city since its sanitary arrangements have been so efficiently 
carried out. 

But here I must go back in my narrative to speak of John 
Brown. Soon after I had joined Minto House, and after the 
incidents occurred on which the story of Rab and his Friends 
was founded, John began to do less in the Hospital. He had 
served ably and faithfully in it, but there were several others 
eager and able to carry on the work, and his term of indenture 
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was nearly at an end. Besides, it was quite evident that he was not 
fascinated by the excitement of operative practice ; and as these 
were not the days of chloroform or any anaesthetic, his intensely 
sympathetic and sensitive nature seemed to recoil from the 

painful scenes of surgery. Be this as it may, it was obvious that 
the current of his thoughts and tastes was running more in the 
grooves of literature, while if he pursued the profession of medi- 
cine it would be as a physician rather than as a surgeon. 
However, he continued for some time to visit the Hospital, 
generally with a volume of Southey, Coleridge, Scott, Carlyle, 
Wordsworth, or other distinguished author, under his arm, until 
the summer of 1832, when he was induced to accept an assistant's 

place with Dr Martin, a general practitioner at Chatham. A 

story is told of John while there, which showed his true good- 
ness of heart and self-sacrificing devotion to duty. Cholera1 

having broken out with great virulence in that district, the panic 
became so great that, in the case of a very poor woman, no one 
would approach or render her the aid she needed. The 

young student assistant, however, did this ; and it happened that, 
overcome by continued efforts to save her, he was found at last 
fast asleep at the bedside, while she had entered on her eternal 
rest. John returned to Edinburgh in 1833, soon after Mr Syme 
had commenced his duties in the Infirmary, and in time that 

year to obtain the degree of M.D. He commenced soon there- 

after in general practice for himself, for which he was more than 
ordinarily qualified from early experience on a surgical basis, 
from the observant character of his mind, his other varied 

accomplishments, and the attractiveness of his person and 

manners. 

I have always gratefully considered myself as one of the 

earliest proofs of his kindly care and skill, together with the aid 
in consultation of Dr John Scott and Dr Abercrombie, during 
the epidemic of typhus I have already spoken of. I did not 
return again to Minto House, as many months were needed to 
restore strength and prepare for the License of the Royal Col- 
lege of Surgeons and for the Degree of M.D., the former of which 
I obtained in July and the latter in August 1835. The autumn 
and winter having been spent in travel on the Continent, and 
study of special subjects in Paris, I returned to Edinburgh, 
entering at once into general practice, and found that my 
friend Dr John had secured a very fair footing in the same. 

Circumstances soon occurred which, while drawing John 
Brown and myself closer together, proved a new phase of in- 
terest in the history of Minto House Hospital and Dispensary 
and our connexion with Mr Syme. It was towards the close of 
1836 that Mr Syme, finding the establishment financially bur- 
thensome, while otherwise not sufficiently compensating to him- 

1 First invasion of cholera in this country in 1832, 
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self, partly from inability in consequence of increasing 
engagements to direct its affairs and supervise his fifteen re- 

maining apprentices, in several of whom there was a lack of 

enthusiasm in practical work; and looking to the fact more 
especially that fifteen years of the lease of the House were still 
to run, he resolved to break up the establishment, advertise the 
premises to be let, and employ his apprentices, as far as possible, 
in connexion with the Infirmary and his private practice. 
On hearing this from himself, I offered to take the House with 

its furnishings off his hands, if such was obtainable at a consider- 
ably reduced rent; to continue the Hospital as a Maison de Sante 
for patients who could pay a moderate board according to the 
accommodation afforded ; to carry on the Public Dispensary; and 
to take the supervision of such of his apprentices as would be 
willing to conform to rules laid down regarding the in and out 
practice of the Institution. Further, that in consideration of said 
reduction of rent, Mr Syme should be consulting surgeon, while 
any private patients of his own would be attended to in the 

House, and operated on by himself; that his apprentices, until 
their term of indenture expired, should have the first claim to 

appointments as dressers or clerks, and also to the situation of 
resident pupil ; and that they should have all the advantages 
along with other pupils for Dispensary attendance at the waiting- 
room examinations and cliniques, and unlimited choice in the 
outdoor practice. 
These proposals were eagerly accepted by Mr Syme; and we 

agreed to invite Dr Brown, and Dr Cornwall?a former appren- 
tice of my own standing?to become joint medical and surgical 
officers with myself, and of course sharers of risk in upholding 
the remodelled Institution. 

This being agreed to, the Institution was opened with twelve 
beds on the 9th January 1837 ; and the expectation of funds to 
support it were, besides the boards from patients, the board of a 
resident pupil, the fees of pupils for Dispensary practice, and 
Pharmacy?under a qualified apothecary?both of which were 
recognised by the Medical Authorities ; and, lastly, from public 
donations and subscriptions. 

For ten years, under a board of directors, these arrangements 
were carried on with much cordiality and great benefit to the 
public, pupils, and all concerned, when Dr Brown, feeling that he 
had as much hospital experience as he cared for, and that he had 
obtained a good footing in private practice, while desiring more 
time for the cultivation of those literary tastes and aspirations?- 
which afterwards were turned to such splendid account?resigned 
the medical officership ; and Dr Cornwall, taking advantage of 
this break in the partnership, retired at the same time. 
Thus left, in 1847, in s?le charge of the Institution, I carried it 

on until 1852?the five remaining years of the lease?with the 
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aid of a number of energetic pupils. Now, however, as a very 
large rent was demanded by the proprietor of Minto House; as 
a considerable renewal of furnishings would have been necessary 
for its continuance, and as the pressure of private practice had 
become too much to allow time for that close personal super- 
intendence essential to secure the successful working of such an 
Institution, I felt the necessity of giving it up.1 
Although Dr Brown had retired from the medical officership 

of Minto House in 1847, he desired to be placed on the board 
of management, and he came frequently to the Dispensary 
waiting-room clinique; was interested in the short course of 
clinical demonstrations given by myself to the pupils on diseases 
of the chest and of the skin, etc., illustrated by examination of 
Hospital and Dispensary patients, plates and diagrams. He 
was likewise greatly interested in a change I made, under an 
apothecary acquainted with the cost price of drugs, in the work- 
ing of the Dispensary on the provident principle applied to that 
department as well as to the boarding of patients in the Hospital. 
By this arrangement the unique character of the Institution was 
completed, so that during the last two years of its existence 

subscriptions from the public were not solicited, as it had become 

entirely self-supporting. For a time there was a considerable 

reduction in the number of Dispensary patients for advice ; but 

soon the Institution was gladly taken advantage of by large 
numbers of the labouring classes, who seemed to prize more 
highly advice given and medicine supplied when something was 
given in return ; while the necessitous poor were recommended 
to the Old and New Town Dispensaries, for whom such were 
legitimately intended. 
Dr Brown, who as a director drew up the last report, 

expressed among other things, in the name of the Board, deep 
regret that .the Institution was of necessity being brought to a 
close, and the hope 

" that an establishment so unique in 

character, so wisely benevolent in design, and so eminently 
beneficent in its results, may be speedily revived, and secured 
permanently to the community." Although this was published 
in the newspapers of the day, no one in the profession was so 
spirited as to act on the suggestion thus given ; and no institu- 
tion altogether on the same lines has as yet been established, 
although its record proved that an hospital and dispensary for 
the industrious classes was a want, and could be maintained on 
a self-supporting principle. 

1 During these fifteen years the number of pupils?exclusive of Mr Syme's appren- 
tices?who took tickets for Dispensary Practice and Pharmacy, were 133 ; the number 
of medical and surgical patients boarded in the Hospital were 1117; and those 
receiving advice at the Dispensary and attendance at their own homes were 59,568 
(of which upwards of 200 were obstetric cases); while the total expenditure of' the 
Institution amounted to ^4827, 16s. 6d.?or about ?322 per annum?an economy 
which could only be secured by careful supervision. 
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Your time will not permit me to dwell longer on these Minto 
House days and doings, to which I look back with so much 

satisfaction; and especially do I regret that the compass of this 
address prevents me saying all that I would like to say respect- 
ing John Brown prior to 1852, and all regarding him during the 
subsequent part of his professional and literary career, when his 
fame was most established, his popularity greatest, and when he 
and I were even more closely associated professionally and in 
the kindly bonds of brotherhood. But as those days came to a 
close only eight years ago, and as nearly all present must 
recollect his personal appearance, and have some knowledge of 
the remarkable individuality of his character and writings, I 
shall confine my concluding notice within a. brief compass. 

In regard to appearance, Dr Brown's large and finely-moulded 
head and forehead, silver locks, penetrating yet soft and 

sympathetic spectacled eyes, firm but sweetly sensitive mouth, 
stout and well-shaped body, and singularly genial and attractive 
manners, were all too well marked to escape notice or to be soon 

forgotten. As age advanced beyond the Minto House days, his 
physical bulk and expressive features increased, his literary 
productions became more charming, and intercourse with his 
fellow-men more fascinating, only interrupted at times when 
natural brightness was overshadowed by clouds of despondency 
and self-depreciation, which generally had as the exciting cause 
some family affliction, or the suffering or death of a patient or 
intimate friend, touching his keenly sensitive and spiritual nature. 

His first literary effort was put forth in 1846, when Hugh 
Miller, the distinguished geologist and gifted author of The Old 
Red Sandstone, the Testimony of the Rocks, and other works, and 
the then editor of The Witness newspaper, sent to him a ?20 
note, with the request that he would contribute to that paper a 
series of notices of the paintings of the Royal Scottish Academy 
then being exhibited, hearing, doubtless, that art and paintings 
were his hobby.1 This request was received with great astonish- 

ment, both because he had no acquaintance with Miller at that 
time, and never before had written a word for the press. His 

first thought, therefore, was, as he states in the article afterwards 
published?"Notes on Art"2?to decline the request, 

" had not my 
sine qua non, with wife-like government, retentive and peremp- 
tory, kept the money and heartened me." I need not say how 

admirably the imposed task was performed in a series of 

exquisite word-pictures. The paintings in that exhibition were 
certainly of rare quality, and, indeed, no such critical notices of our 
annual Academy displays have ever since appeared. 

1 " Art is part of my daily food, like the laughter of children, and the common air, 
the earth, the sky; it is an affection, not a passion to come and go like the gusty 
winds, nor a principle cold and dead ; it penetrates my entire life, and is one of the 
surest and deepest pleasures."?Horce Stibseciva, vol. i. p. 231. 

2 Ibid., vol. i. p. 216. 
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John only needed this beginning of authorship to discover his 
power to write attractively for the public mind and heart; and 

encouraged by the universal praise which these notices called 

forth, he contributed to the North British- Review} in the follow- 
ing year, an able article on Ruskin's Modem Painters. And 

now the accumulated knowledge of past years ; cultivated 
taste in the ancient classics, in philosophy, literature, science 
and art; keen observation of men and manners?of great things 
and little things ; of sympathy with all that is good, noble, and 
natural in humanity, and appreciation of all that is beautiful 
in nature and art, were no longer restrainable. Like a stream 

his thoughts?sometimes deep, smooth, and solemn, sometimes 
rapid, lively, and sparkling?continued to flow from his pen in a 
variety of papers for upwards of thirty years, only interrupted 
at times by seasons of poor health. These were published in 

various forms, but chiefly as contributions to periodicals and 

newspapers. Several of these papers were on two occasions 

collected in separate volumes under the title of Horcz Subsecivcz, 
of which there have been many editions published here and in 
America ; and nearly all of his writings were brought together 
and published in three volumes under the same title in 1882, 
almost coincidently with his decease. Here I may notice that, 
while his pen was swift in the expression of true genius, and 
while he was always so ready and interesting in conversation, 
he did not possess the gift of extemporaneous speaking, at least 
he shunned every occasion on which there was the possibility 
of his being called on to make a speech in public. 
Some have regretted that Dr Brown's name has not been 

connected with any large work, instead of what have been 

styled fugitive or fragmentary pieces, which are supposed soon 

likely to be shelved and forgotten. His health, however, was 
never so stable, nor character of mind so plodding, as to fit him 
for prolonged study or sustained effort; but it may be averred 

that, like the miscellaneous pieces of many of our best writers, 
both in prose and verse, these short Horcz Subsecivcz effusions 
are likely to impress the mind and cling longer in the memory 
than would productions of a more ambitious character. 

All that he did write was done, as he himself expressed it, 
" 
on the quick." Hence the freeness, freshness, and forcibleness 

of all his writings. What could be more charming than those 
descriptions of scenery and country life as are found in his 
" Minchmoor," or the 

" Enterkin ? " What more delicious in de- 
lineation of incident and character as in "Marjorie Fleming," where 
the then great unknown novelist, finding himself one day 

" off 
the fang" in writing his Waverley, hastened to a neighbouring 
house and carried to his own in Castle Street, during an " on^ 
ding o' snaw," in the cut de sac of his shepherd's plaid, his pet 

1 The North British Review, vol. vi., February 1847, pp. 401-30. 
KDTNnUROH MED. JOURN., VOL. XXXV.?NO. XII. 7 G 
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Marjorie ; and then, after unfolding it and holding her on his 
knee, spending hours of merriment and wonderment with the 
" rosie wee wifie" in pretending to be taught by her childish 
rhymes, and in return teaching her curious old ballads, and 
getting her to recite passages from Shakespeare !1 What could 
be more touchingly pathetic, natural, and memorable than some 
of the descriptions in Rab and his Friends,?such as of Ailie's 
" 

unforgettable face?pale, serious, lovely, delicate, sweet; her 
' mutch' white as snow, with its black ribbons ; her silvery, 
smooth hair, setting off her dark gray eyes?eyes such as one 
sees only twice or thrice in a lifetime, full of suffering, full, also, 
of the overcoming of it; her eyebrows black and delicate, and 
her mouth firm, patient, and contented, which few mouths ever 
are! " Then on her arrival at Minto House, how her husband 
lifted her from the cart as if " Solomon in all his glory had been 
handing down the Queen of Sheba at his palace gate ; but who 
could not have done it more daintily, more tenderly, more like 
a gentleman than did James the Howgate carrier."2 Then all 
that follows,?the operation, the tender watching by James him- 
self, who 

" wad hae nane o' yer strynge nurses ;" and lastly, 
Ailie, when delirious and dying, living her early days over 

again, singing scraps of old ballads mingled with the Psalms 
of David, and "rolling up a nightgown, murmuring foolish little 
words over it," with a look of surprising tenderness and joy, and 
holding it to her wounded breast under the impression ap- 
parently?as her afflicted husband interpreted it, saying?" Waes 
me, Doctor, I declare she's thinkin' it's that bairn?the only 
bairn we ever had?our wee Mysie; and she's in the Kingdom 
forty years and mair." All this and much more is told with 
incomparable simplicity and power. The death of Rab, too, 
like those of his mistress and master, is pathetic in the extreme. 
This I may summarize in a few words. The ground was again 
white with snow, and Ailie's grave was in a short time opened 
to receive her devoted and broken-hearted husband. Rab again 
looks on at a distance, then slinks home to the stable ; refuses 

food, or to leave Jess the old mare in the stable, or to permit an 
approach to her, and became so dangerous as to necessitate a 
happy despatch?which, as the narrator expresses it, " 

was a fit 
end for Rab, quick and complete: his teeth and friends gone, 
why should he keep the peace and be civil ?" 
There are many other most memorable graphic pictures in 

these Hor<z Subsecivcz papers from which I am tempted to quote, 
but I shall only mention specially those which are to be found in 
"Notes on Art," "John Leech," "Jeems the Doorkeeper," and 
"Our Dogs "?particularly regarding "Tobythe Tyke." I cannot, 
however, help quoting again from Rab and his Friends, namely, 
the portrait of Rab himself?a full-length one, and so character- 

1 Hora Subseciva, vol. iii. p. 204. 2 Ibid., vol. i. p. 273. 
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istic of the limner. Rab was " a dog of which there is none such 
now?one of a lost tribe ; brindled and gray like Rubislaw 

granite ; hair short, hard, and close like a lion's ; body thick set 
like a little bull?a sort of compressed Hercules; having a large, 
blunt head, and a bud of a tail; a muzzle black as night; his 
mouth blacker than any night; a tooth or two gleaming out of 
his jaws of darkness. His head scarred with the records of old 
wounds ; one eye out, one ear cropped as close as was Arch- 
bishop Leighton's father; the remaining eye had the power of 
two ; and above it, and in constant communication with it, was 
a tattered rag of an ear, which was for ever unfurling itself, like 
an old flag ; and then that bud of a tail about one inch long? 
if it could in any sense be called long, being as broad as long,? 
the mobility, the instantaneousness of that bud were very funny 
and surprising; and its expressive twinklings, the intercommuni- 
cations between the eye, the ear, and it, were of the oddest and 
swiftest. Rab had all the dignity and simplicity of great size; 
and having fought his way all along the road to absolute 

supremacy, he was as mighty in his own line as Julius Ciesar 
or the Duke of Wellington, and had the gravity of all great 
fighters, or, as a Highland gamekeeper said of his dog,?' Oh, 
sir, his life's full of sairiousness, he just never can get eneuch o' 

fechtin'!' " 1 

Some have regretted that Dr Brown, being a physician of so 
much experience and power of observation, should have written 

nothing special on any strictly professional subject, not even a 
case in a medical journal. But while his genius carried him by 
preference on those lines which have instructed and delighted 
thousands of the general public, he did not overlook the im- 

portance and the interests of his own profession ; for in the 

papers 
" Locke and Sydenham," 

" With Brains, Sir," " The 

Excursus Ethicus," 
" 

Lay Sermons on Health," 
" Our Gideon 

Grays," 
" Dr Henry Marshall and Military Hygiene," and 

numerous memorial sketches of medical men, thus by the 
reflected light of an all-round knowledge of medicine and 

medical men, Dr Brown in these papers inculcated thoroughly 
orthodox views in medical faith and practice, namely, as regards 
the self-regulating, self-adjusting power of Nature in disease ; 
the primary importance of considering Medicine as the art of 
healing, not less than the science of diseases and drugs, and the 
great importance of a liberal education to qualify a medical man 
for the exercise of his profession. Besides, he has not over- 
looked the ethics, duties, and responsibilities of the profession, 
namely, the courtesy which is due to each other?not always 
attended to in the present times ; the kindliness due to patients, 
and the consideration due by the public to our profession, and 
especially to our hard-worked country doctors, the Gideon Grays 

1 Horce Subsecivcr, vol. i. pp. 374-5. 

k 
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who, with doubtful praise, have been styled the rough and ready 
practitioners, but who are, now at least, as gentlemanly and. as 

well equipped as the general run of city doctors. The prime 
qualifications of a physician or surgeon Dr Brown sums up in 
these pregnant words :?" Cctpax, Perspicax, Sagax, Efficax:? 
Capax, there must be room to receive, and arrange, and keep 
knowledge ; Perspicax, senses and perceptions?keen, accurate, 
and immediate?to bring in materials from all sensible things ; 

Sagax, a central power of knowing what is what, and what it is 

worth, of choosing and rejecting, of judging; and finally, Efficax, 
the will and the way, the power to turn all the other three? 

capacity, perspicacity, sagacity?to account in the performance 
of the thing on hand, thus rendering back to the outer world, in 
a new and useful form, what is received from it. These are the 

intellectual qualities which make up the physician, without any 
one of which he would be mancus, and would not deserve the 

name of a complete artsman, any more than proteine would be 
itself, if any one of its four elements were amissing."1 As a 

postscript to these philosophical and practical views, I cannot 
resist quoting a worldly-wise bit of advice which Dr Brown 

gives :?" Let me tell my young doctor friends, that a cheerful 
face and step, and neckcloth, and buttonhole, and an occasional 
hearty and kindly joke, a power of exciting, a setting agoing a 

good laugh, are stock in our trade not to be despised. The 

merry heart does good like a medicine."2 
In Dr Brown's life and work?social, professional, and literary, 

Spirituality and a distinct Personality were the most 

striking features in his character. 
His Spirituality is either openly expressed, or appears as 

a pervading breath in almost all his papers. While in social 
intercourse, although reserved on sacred subjects, it was frequently 
apparent to those most intimate with him, that even in states of 

sunny brightness and sparkling humour, a dark cloud of 

emotion would overspread his countenance, revealing the work- 
ings of the inner man. In his later years he was often seen 

with his eyes closed, as if excluding the outer world from his 

thoughts, and giving himself up to devout contemplation. 
Divine reverence and human sympathy were as essences in his 

nature ; and it was from such indwelling sensibilities and views 
of life's seriousness that, like Wordsworth, Cowper, Coleridge, 
and some other gifted men, he suffered so much at times. What 
could be more touchingly simple and reverentially expressed, 
what more indicative of central Christian faith than the conclud- 
ing paragraph of his lay sermons?" Plain Words on Health "? 
addressed to working people ! " Good night to you all, big and 
little, young and old, and go home to your bedside. There is 

1 Horce Subsecivtz, vol. i. pp. 402-3. 
2 Ibid., vol. ii., 

" Locke and Sydenham," Introductory, p. 31. 
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Some One there waiting for you ; and His Son is here ready to 
take you to Him. Yes, He is waiting for every one of you, and 
you have only to say, 

' 
Father, I have sinned?make me '?and 

He sees you a great way off. But to reverse the parable, it is 

the First-born, your Elder Brother, who is at your side, and leads 

you to your Father, and says, 
' I have paid his debtthat Son 

who is ever with Him, who is all that He hath."1 

Then in music Dr Brown had intense delight, although he 
could neither play, nor did he sing?except in church. When 

music was good, he would sit a whole evening an enchained 
listener. Handel and Beethoven were his favourite composers ; 

and whenever the oratorio of the Messiah was performed in our 

city, he was sure to be present. I remember his saying that he 
found its sublime strains more elevating and more promotive of 

religious feeling than any sermon he had ever heard. It was to 

him something higher than mere sensual artistic pleasure,?it was 
a pure devotional exercise, exalting the soul and sanctifying the 

place. His views of the connexion of morality and religion are 

admirably expressed in a letter to the late Principal Shairp of 
St Andrews. " All true morality merges in and runs up into 

religion ; all true religion blossoms and breathes out into 

morality and practical and immediate goodness and love. 

What is the whole duty of man but his entire special morality ; 
and what is man's whole duty?love to God and love to man, 
not excluding himself as being a man."2 In fact, in all the 

relations of active life the regulating principles of Dr Brown's 
nature were simplicity, sincerity, integrity, truthfulness, humility, 
and love ; and nothing was more abhorrent to him than irrever- 
ence, heartlessness, affectation, ostentation, pretentiousness, sham, 
or hypocrisy. 
Then all who came in contact with John Brown were im- 

pressed and charmed by his distinct PERSONALITY. This 

characteristic was apparent in personal appearance, tones of 

voice, the keen gaze through or over his spectacles, perception 
of peculiarities in persons and things, currents of thought, human 
sympathies, social affinities, style of humour, play of fancy, and 
insight and subtle analysis of character. 

In the thoroughfares of the city he seemed to know, or to be 
known by almost everyone. When in good spirits he had a 
smile or nod for one, a passing quaint remark or joke for 

another, an amusing criticism on an article of dress or ornaments 
displayed by a third, or to others ready and happily expressed 
words of recognition, congratulation, encouragement, or sym- 
pathy, as occasion and circumstances suggested. And in the 
case of canine passers by?for he had many such familiar friends 

1 Horce Subsecivcz, Appendix, vol. ii. p. 90. 
2 Principal Shairp and his Friends, by Professor Knight, p. 265. John Murray 

London. 
' 
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?he had a pat on the head or some commendation or criticism 
to bestow ; and if they were strangers, an interest manifested in 
their ownership, breeding, intelligence, or comicality?especially 
if terriers?of whom he has spoken as 

" those affectionate, great- 
hearted, little ruffians!" For dogs in general he had a well- 
known love; and though bitten severely by a dog when a child, 
he has told us that he has " remained ' bitten ' ever since in the 
matter of dogs."1 He understood them well, and they seemed 
to understand him. He had a high appreciation of their intelli- 
gence. Of Professor Veitch's dog "Birnie" he wrote on one 
occasion thus : 

" Don't let Bob (a bull terrier) fall out with him : 

Birnie is too intellectual and gentlemanly righteous not to 
do everything consistent with his character to avoid a combat." 
Of my own 

" Dandie " he used to say he 
" knew only one dog 

superior to him : he must have been a Covenanter in a former 
state." 
At the bedside of the invalid, and the case serious, he was 

grave and warmly sympathetic, giving the full benefit of a con- 
centrated mind, in which there was much professional acumen 
and varied experience ; while in ordinary cases his cheery smile, 
witticisms, an appropriate anecdote, or the notice of anything 
odd or novel in the apartment, diverted for a time at least 
morbid apprehensions or nervousness in the patient, and so 
proved highly beneficial?even without a prescription, and with 
the result that an early repeated visit was longed for. 

In society and at the social board John Brown's extensive 
acquaintance with literature of all kinds?whether in prose or 
verse?which he called " fine mixed feeding," and of literary 
men; his acuteness on most subjects talked about; his remarkable 
fund of anecdote ; the felicitousness and quaintness of his 
remarks, and in the way of putting things ; also his geniality, 
playfulness of humour, careful avoidance of that which might 
create unpleasant discussion ; and the happy method of drawing 
persons out to tell what they knew, made his society universally 
courted. On such occasions he was generally the centre of 
interest; but he shone brightest in the family circle, or with a 
few kindred spirits or familiar friends. From this happy and 
unique combination of kindliness and homeliness, tenderness 
and humour, with true genius manifested both in social life and 
in his writings, John was not only beloved and admired by his 
immediate friends, but became the associate and correspondent 
of many of the most distinguished men of the times. Among 
these I may mention Carlyle, Ruskin, Dean Stanley, Sir Henry 
Taylor, Gladstone, Erskine of Linlathen, Sir James Clark, Duke 
of Argyll, Thackeray, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Mark Twain, 
Sir Theodore Martin, Professor Shairp, John Leech, Sir George 
Harvey, Sir Noel Paton, Sir Robert Christison, Rev. Drs Hanna, 

1 Horn Subsecivce, vol. i. p. i8r. 
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John Kerr, and William Robertson, etc., etc. Although, how- 
ever, John Brown's acquaintance was very large, his intimacy 
was by no means indiscriminate, for with all his simplicity of 
character he possessed a wonderfully searching power of obser- 
vation ; and as in cases of disease his diagnosis was rapid, so his 
perception of character was as if intuitive. Thus likings and 
dislikings were formed generally at first sight, and just; and 
when so, proved strong and enduring. But Dr Brown's heart 
was drawn strongly out to those who like himself possessed a 
sympathetic and pathetic nature,?quickly moved with pity for 
those in sorrow, while sympathetic with the joys of others, and 
especially with such as had in them wit and humour. It has 

been truly said that tears and laughter spring from the same 
source, or are readily excited in the same mental constitution; 
and it is equally observable that such individuals are strongly 
attracted to each other. This, indeed, was a powerful magnet in 
his friendships, and a bond of interest in his professional rela- 
tions. A lady, one of his patients, frequently inclined like 

himself to depression of spirits, told me that one day when they 
were walking together in the country and describing their 

feeling, he said, "Tell me why am I like a Jew?" She could 

not answer, so he explained, 
" Because I am sad-you-see. 

Thus he could even be witty on the subject of his own affliction, 
and at a time when a dark band of cloud hung across him. 

His pleasure in the society of women and appreciation of 

womanly goodness was great, and their attraction to and 

admiration of him was sometimes almost idolatrous. Thus his 

professional success was frequently much indebted to ladies? 
especially those with warm hearts and of refined intellectual en- 
dowments ; and many a fee, 1 believe, was obtained by him, not 
so much on account of important illness, as from the desire to 

enjoy his presence even for a brief interval. On several occa- 

sions American ladies, captivated more especially by the Idylls 
of Rab and his Friends and Pet Marjorie, were most desirous to 
see, and if possible to shake hands with the author; but this kind 
of inspection and interviewing?when he happened to be some- 
what low in spirits?was the reverse of agreeable to him. 

His interest in children is well known to have been great. 
He understood them well ; and their innocent laughter and droll 
ways were delightful to him. He had always something funny 
to say or to do to them, in order to excite laughter or wonder, 
to try their temper, or to draw forth natural peculiarities. Many 
now grown up to be men and women can recall his bewitching 
ways. I remember on one occasion he gave a juvenile party, 
and opened the door himself, attired as a high-class footman', 
and announced each party by the oddest fictitious names.' 
This sort of joking was sometimes practised even in the company 
of older people with whom he was intimate. Thus, on the 
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occasion of an evening party, at a time while a notable trial was 
in progress, and the talk of the assembled company was con- 

cerning it, the drawing-room door was thrown open and the 

waiter solemnly announced?" Major Yelverton and his two 

wives." During the delay of a few seconds all looked astonish- 
ment, until Dr Brown walked in with a lady on each arm. This 

practical joke proved the key-note of the party, which was a 
hilarious one during the remainder of the evening. He was 

always kindly to friends, and courteous to strangers visiting 
him ; and it was his invariable practice to see every one to the 
door on leaving, sending them away with a witty remark, some- 
times a practical joke, and in every case with a pleasing 
remembrance of the visit. 
Then in correspondence with an intimate juvenile friend, or 

when calling for some one who happened to be from home, he 
would, in the former case send, and in the latter sometimes leave, 
a humorous note signed J EYE Bee in fancy capital letters, with 
an artistic pen and ink sketch, not unworthy of a Leech, Doyle, 01* 

Furniss, representing, it might be, a man with a small forehead, 
long nose, a stick leg, and hands in the side pockets of a pea jacket; 
or of a shaggy-coated terrier in a remarkable attitude, or some 
other equally grotesque figure. I mention these things, though 
trivial in themselves, to illustrate the naturally elastic character 
of the mind of one who?while able to converse on subjects 
learned and profound, write philosophically and seriously, and 
mix in society with men of high rank or great intellect?could 
equally accommodate himself to those of inferior age, position, 
or mental endowments ; and by pen or otherwise promote 
innocent enjoyment and instruction, winning to himself esteem 
and admiration wherever he was personally known or his works 
read. His homeliness, also, and simplicity were very con- 

spicuous. One day the Princess Louise, shortly after her 

marriage with the Marquis of Lorne, was calling on him at 

Rutland Street, and coming down stairs from the drawing-roorn 
he was overheard to say to her, 

" And how is your mother ? 

The naturalness of this was understood. 
If there was a humorous side of anything in appearance, 

manners, speech, or writing, John Brown was sure to observe 
such when others did not, and to notice it in a way peculiarly 
his own ; but in doing so, from his good qualities of head and 
heart, and his benign countenance, he never gave offence. 
Thus meeting him one day, parting from a young doctor who 
had newly started a carriage, he said?" I've just been telling 
him, I'll pray for his humility." But it is not necessary to quote 
many witty sayings or humorous incidents, and the circumstances 
in which such occurred, to recall how much of a humorist John 
Brown was. Quaintness in conversation notably indicated that 
phase of his nature ; and the ready way in which he drew on a 
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rich store of anecdote, and the humorous point which such 
generally had on a subject under discussion, was as attractive 
as any genuinely spontaneous witticism. Besides, his papers 
abound so much in true wit and humour, that they are sufficient 
of themselves to settle his title to be ranked as a humorist. 

In all Dr Brown's writings his personality is most conspicuous ; 

the style is unquestionably his own, not formed on any classic 
model, ancient or modern ; and their character is unique. They 
have been spoken of as bearing some resemblance, if not in style, 
at least in matter, and especially in humour, to those of the gifted 
author of Elia and Eliana. But although John Brown is known 
to have admired the genius and enjoyed the humour of Charles 
Lamb, the individuality of their respective works is markedly 
distinct, as might be expected, from the widely different early 
social relations, environments, course of life, professions, and 

nature of trials of the two men, thus impressing a different stamp 
on the mind and heart. 

I have already said that all Dr Brown's writings were 
" done 

on the quick." They are, therefore, natural and pure ; full of 

wisdom, goodness, and truth ; drawn, as it were, from the deepest 
recesses of a spiritual nature. In saying this I may transpose a 

figure of his own in writing of a worthy and learned friend, long 
since gone before him,?" His thoughts were as a spring 

of pure 

water flowing from the interior heights of a mountain, distilled 

by Nature's own cunning 
" And again,?" He was of 

the primary formation, had no organic remains of other men in 
him : he liked and fed on all manner of literature ; knew poetry 
well ; but it was all outside of him ; his thoughts were essentially 
his own." 

1 

I must now bring this address to a close. I have gone very 
far beyond what was my intention when I began to write, but 

yet far short of what I desire to have said. Indeed, I have felt 

oppressed while writing that I could not within a small compass 
do justice to the memory of Syme, my revered master ; and in 

writing of my friend John Brown I have been reluctantly con- 
strained to omit the notice of much in his life and work, especially 
beyond the twenty-third year of the Minto House Hospital days, 
when his genius was more fully developed, and when, as years 
advanced, he became more loving, loveable, and beloved. 
The enduring impression made by him on the most of people 

who knew him has been forcibly expressed by Mark Twain in 
a recent letter to a friend,?" He was the most extensive slave- 
holder of his time, and the kindest, and yet he died without 

setting one of his bondsmen free." 
It is now nearly eight years since he was taken from our 

midst, and I am surprised that as yet no memoir has been 
written of him, with critical notices of the most remarkable of 

1 Hora Subseciva, vol. i. p. 89. 
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his papers, particulars regarding intercourse and correspondence 
with distinguished literary, artistic, and professional men, the 
position which he had arrived at in his profession, the public 
honours which he had obtained, and some more insight respect- 
ing his social life and habits. Only some brief In MenioriaM 
notices appeared shortly after his decease in the journals of the 
day, and lately a little bright and loving sketch, entitled an 
Outline by E. T. M'L. ;1 but I hope that something con- 
cerning his person, life and work, more worthy than these or 
this humble effort, may ere long supply the want, and that 

lovingly and artistically, just as he could have done so charm- 
ingly for one endued with a rare nature such as he himself 
possessed. 

1 David Douglas, 1889. 
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